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This article first appeared in the September 2008 issue of Plumbing & HVAC Product News

CHASING OUT THE AIR – How to make life easy on start-up

One of the things I like best about this hydronics industry of ours, is how freely people 
share the things they have learned over the years. One of my favourite sayings is (and 
please quote me on this) – “You can never know it all, but even if you think you do, 
you’ve probably forgot some of it by now”.

Cut to a scene in my own basement last year, as I was rushing to hook up some heating 
loops in my garage and patio for the first time. My good buddy Marty Wiehler, of Wiehler 
Mechanical in Calgary (who had a million other things to do that day) was helping me 
finish things off. As we were getting ready to fill the system with water/glycol, he said in 
a very matter of fact way – “That’s not going to work very well … you are going to have 
a b**ch of a time getting the air out of those loops … It could take days”… he said – and 
then he got out his pencil and started sketching out his suggested piping alterations.

“I knew that”… I said.

Marty chuckled and got out the torch and went to work installing the purge valves I had 
totally forgotten to include. I have put together a number of drawings for this article, 
because to see how we chase air out of a new system, is to understand one of the most 
overlooked details in hydronics piping design. Follow some basic rules here, and you 
will save hours and hours of frustration.

There are three basic stages of air elimination in hydronics systems:

1) Chase out the big air on start-up.
2) Remove the little air on an ongoing basis.
3) Don’t let new air get in.

Today we are talking about #1. If you do it right, #2 and 3 are not a big deal – we will 
talk abut them in a future issue of this publication.

When the last solder joint has cooled, and you are ready to fill your latest masterpiece 
with fluid, the number one concern is to get all of the air out. Circulators don’t do a great 
job pumping air, and if you have some high points in your system that can trap air, you 
can lock up a loop so that nothing will happen.

The illustration below shows a simple parallel loop heating system, typical of small 
residential baseboard jobs. There are two pertinent details to focus on. Each individual 
loop has an isolation valve on its supply and return, and we have included a device 
called a “purge and fill” valve. There are a variety of these types of valves available, and 
this is not the only acceptable configuration, but it is one of the simplest.
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The valve is closed between the two purge valves, and fluid is introduced into the 
system at high flow and velocity on the opened boiler side purge valve. The system side 
purge valve is also opened and all of the air in the system will be chased out and blow 
out of this valve until the fluid reaches it. It gets better – any crud in the piping can be 
flushed out of the system side purge valve before it gets introduced into the boiler or fills 
up the dirt separator. Furthermore, we can isolate each loop individually and make sure 
the air has been pushed out – moving from loop to loop until we are done.
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I advocate the use of a purge cart as illustrated below, because I watched Marty use his 
on my system and it was just amazing. His wasn’t fancy, just a jet pump and some 
hoses he ran into a 10 gallon pail – worked just fine. If you do a lot of this work, you may 
want to invest in something a bit more elaborate. One of the best I have seen uses a 
one horsepower spa pump and a 30 gallon plastic garbage pail – probably cost about 
$300.00 to build.

With a purge cart, you can fill your system with treated water, water glycol, whatever 
you prefer. The pump has enough jam to ram the air out and leave no bubbles behind. If 
you are going to use tap water, go ahead. A boiler fill valve lacks the velocity of a spa 
pump, but on fast-fill should do the trick. Flush back through the boiler with the boiler 
side purge valve open and the system side purge valve closed. Reverse the valves and 
flush through the system - done.
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The last illustration shows a Primary/Secondary piping system (like my system was), 
which can be a b**ch to get air out of, if you forget the purge valves. I would probably 
still be bleeding air today if Marty hadn’t pointed out the shortcomings. This is one way 
to do it.
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Here is a purging/fill procedure based on the drawing:

-! Close “valve 1”, open “valve 1 purge”

-! Connect fill hose from purge cart to “valve 1 purge”

-! Close all other valves

-! Open “valve 2 purge”, and connect purge hose 

-! Turn on purge pump and wait until fluid comes out of purge hose and bubbles 
stop

-! Open “valve 1 and valve 2” and wait until fluid comes out of purge hose and 
bubbles stop – turn off purge pump

-! Close “valve 1 and valve 2”, “valve 1 and valve 2 purge”

-! Move fill hose to “valve 3B purge” and purge hose to “valve 3A purge” (load one 
loop)

-! Open “valve 3A and 3B purge”, turn on purge pump and wait until fluid comes out 
of purge hose and bubbles stop – turn off purge pump. Repeat for load two loop 
(valves 4A & 4B) and load three loop (valves 5A and 5B).

-! Make sure all purge valves are closed and open all other valves.

-! Turn on the boiler and the load circulators and run them until all of the remaining 
air vents out of the air separator.

- Take Marty out to the Cat & Fiddle for some thank you beers.
-

Roy Collver
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